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RELIGION  
 

K-8th    GRADES  
 
We   Pray  
 
Change   the   word   “mantra”   in   the   expectation   that   reads,   “Experience   all   forms   of   prayer:   formal,   informal,  
spontaneous,   reflective,   personal,    mantra ,   music   and   movement,   guided   meditation,   and   communal”   
 
TO  
 
“Experience   all   forms   of   prayer:   formal,   informal,   spontaneous,   reflective,   personal,    Jesus   prayer ,   music  
and   movement,   guided   meditation,   and   communal”  

 
 
 

COMMUNICATION   ARTS  
 

6th   GRADE  
 
Reading  
 
Eliminate   these   two   expectations   as   they   are   duplicates:  
 

- The   2nd   reading   expectation   (line   85   in   the   Google   spreadsheet)   that   reads   “Determine   the  
meaning   of   words   and   phrases   as   they   are   used   in   the   text,   including   figurative   and   connotative  
meanings   using   context,   affixes,   or   reference   materials”  

- The   4th   reading   expectation   (line   87   in   the   Google   spreadsheet)   that   reads   “Analyze   how   a  
particular   sentence,   chapter,   scene,   stanza,   or   image   contributes   to   meaning”  

 
Change   in   wording:  
 

- Omit   “print   and   non-print”   from   the   4th   expectation   from   the   bottom   to   say   “ Read   a   wide   range   of  
fiction   and   nonfiction   and   classic   and   contemporary   texts…”  

 
7th   GRADE  

 
Reading  
 
Change   in   wording:  
 

- Add   “moral”   to   wording   in   parenthesis   of   the   3rd   expectation   from   the   bottom   (line   107   in   Google  
spreadsheet)   to   read   “Read   a   wide   range   of   literature   from   many   periods   in   many   genres   to   build   an  
understanding   of   the   many   dimensions   of   the   human   experience   (i.e.    moral ,   philosophical,   ethical,   aesthetic)”  



 
Language  
 
Change   in   wording:  
 

- Omit   “in   writing”   from   the   2nd   expectation   from   the   bottom   (line   129   in   Google   spreadsheet)   to  
read   “Explain   and   use   adverbs”  

 
8th   GRADE  

 
Reading  
 
Change   in   wording:  
 

- Add   “moral”   to   wording   in   parenthesis   of   the   6th   expectation   from   the   bottom   (line   116   in   Google  
spreadsheet)   to   read   “Read   a   wide   range   of   literature   from   many   periods   in   many   genres   to   build  
an   understanding   of   the   many   dimensions   of   the   human   experience   (i.e.    moral ,   philosophical,  
ethical,   aesthetic)”  
 
 
 

MATH   
 

8th   GRADE   
 

Algebra   expectations   have   been   added   to   8th   grade   Math.   Pre-Algebra   expectations   appear  
first,   followed   by   Algebra.   These   are   found   in   lines   181-246   in   the    Unified   PK3-8   Archdiocesan  
Curriculum   Expectations   spreadsheet .   Priority   expectations   have   not   been   identified   yet   but   will  
be   available   in   the   future.  
 

 
 

SCIENCE  
 

7th   GRADE  
 
Matter   &   Energy   in   Organisms   &   Ecosystems  
 
Add   these   two   expectations   under   the   domain   “Matter   &   Energy   in   Organisms   &   Ecosystems”:  
 

- Develop   a   model   to   describe   the   cycling   of   matter   and   flow   of   energy   among   living   and   nonliving  
parts   of   an   ecosystem.   [Clarification   Statement:   Emphasis   is   on   describing   the   conservation   of  
matter   and   flow   of   energy   into   and   out   of   various   ecosystems,   and   on   defining   the   boundaries   of  
the   system.]   [Assessment   Boundary:   Assessment   does   not   include   the   use   of   chemical   reactions  
to   describe   the   processes.]   (*Mark   this   as   a   priority   expectation.)  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1WnlNB9irjCDcnP_YsKeYt2FDZ3qxBd2iSHEBMCSKmxw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1WnlNB9irjCDcnP_YsKeYt2FDZ3qxBd2iSHEBMCSKmxw/edit?usp=sharing


- Construct   an   argument   supported   by   empirical   evidence   that   changes   to   physical   or   biological  
components   of   an   ecosystem   affect   populations.   [Clarification   Statement:   Emphasis   is   on  
recognizing   patterns   in   data   and   making   warranted   inferences   about   changes   in   populations,   and  
on   evaluating   empirical   evidence   supporting   arguments   about   changes   to   ecosystems.]  

 
Natural   Selection   &   Adaptations  
 
Add   these   two   expectations   under   the   domain   “Natural   Selection   &   Adaptations”:  
 

- Analyze   displays   of   pictorial   data   to   compare   patterns   of   similarities   in   the   embryological  
development   across   multiple   species   to   identify   relationships   not   evident   in   the   fully   formed  
anatomy   (This   is   a   priority   expectation.)  

- Apply   scientific   ideas   to   construct   an   explanation   for   the   anatomical   similarities   and   differences  
among   modern   organisms   and   between   modern   and   fossil   organisms   to   infer   evolutionary  
relationships  

 
Remove   this   expectation   under   the   domain   “Natural   Selection   &   Adaptations”    from   the   priority  
expectations   list :  
 

- Analyze   and   interpret   evidence   from   the   fossil   record   to   infer   patterns   of   environmental   change  
resulting   in   extinction   and   changes   to   life   forms   throughout   the   history   of   the   Earth.   [Clarification  
Statement:   Examples   of   evidence   include   sets   of   fossils   that   indicate   an   environment,   anatomical  
structures   that   indicate   the   function   of   an   organism   in   the   environment,   and   fossilized   tracks   that  
indicate   behavior   of   organisms.]*  

 
Mark   this   expectation   under   the   domain   “Natural   Selection   &   Adaptations”   as   a   priority   expectation:  
 

- Analyze   displays   of   pictorial   data   to   compare   patterns   of   similarities   in   the   embryological   development  
across   multiple   species   to   identify   relationships   not   evident   in   the   fully   formed   anatomy  

 
 
Change   the   first   two   words   of   this   expectation   under   the   domain   “Natural   Selection   &   Adaptations”:  
 

- Interpret   graphical     Use   mathematical    representations   to   support   explanations   of   how   natural  
selection   may   lead   to   increases   and   decreases   of   specific   traits   in   populations   over   time.   (*Should  
be   taught   through   the   lens   of   Catholicism.   As   Catholics   we   believe   that   God   is   the   creator   of   all  
things,   and   as   such,   He   has   a   guiding   hand   in   the   evolution   of   species,   and   the   mechanism  
through   which   He   does   this   is   natural   selection.)   

 
 

SOCIAL   STUDIES   
 
As   a   gentle   reminder,   all   Middle   School   Social   Studies   Expectations   appeared   under   each   grade  
level   (6-8)   in   the   original   Unified   PK3-8   Archdiocesan   Curriculum   Expectations   spreadsheet  
emailed   August   12,   2019   with   no   guidance   or   differentiation   by   grade   level.   Updates   for   grades  
6-8   are   listed   below   and   also   reflected   in   the   original   spreadsheet.   Priority   expectations   for   the  
new   6-8   framework   have   not   been   identified   yet   but   will   be   available   in   the   future.  
 
 



6th   GRADE   
World   Geography   and   World   History   (Ancient   History   through   Middle   Ages)  

 
World   Geography  
 
Eliminate   these   four   Geography   Expectations   under   the   strand   “Tools   of   Social   Science   Inquiry”:   
 

- Locate   the   states   of   the   United   States   and   corresponding   regions  
- Locate   cities   of   Missouri,   the   United   States,   and   the   world  
- Locate   the   major   nations   of   the   world  
- Locate   the   major   landforms   of   the   world  

 
Add   this   World   Geography   Expectation   under   the   strand   “Tools   of   Social   Science   Inquiry”:  
 

- Locate   major   cities   of   the   world   and   key   world   nations,   the   world's   continents   and   oceans,   and  
major   topographical   features   of   the   world  

 
World   History  
 
Stays   the   same   -   no   changes   
 
American   History   
 
Eliminate   all   American   History   expectations   from   6th   Grade.  

 
7th   GRADE   

World   Geography   and   World   History   (Modern   History)  
 
World   Geography  
 
Eliminate   these   four   World   Geography   Expectations   under   the   strand   “Tools   of   Social   Science   Inquiry”:   
 

- Locate   the   states   of   the   United   States   and   corresponding   regions  
- Locate   cities   of   Missouri,   the   United   States,   and   the   world  
- Locate   the   major   nations   of   the   world  
- Locate   the   major   landforms   of   the   world  

 
Add   this   World   Geography   Expectation   under   the   strand   “Tools   of   Social   Science   Inquiry”:  
 

- Locate   major   cities   of   the   world   and   key   world   nations,   the   world's   continents   and   oceans,   and  
major   topographical   features   of   the   world  

 
World   History  
 
Eliminate   the   wording   “prior   to   c.   1450”   in   the   expectations   below:  
 

Civics   (Governmental   Systems   &   Principles)    -    Tools   of   Social   Science   Inquiry  
 

- Analyze   laws,   policies,   and   processes   to   determine   how   governmental   systems   affect   individuals  
and   groups   in   society   in   world   history    prior   to   c.   1450   



 
Economics    -    Tools   of   Social   Science   Inquiry  
 

- Using   a   world   history   lens,   examine   the   opportunity   costs   and   benefits   of   economic   decisions   on  
society   as   a   whole   as   well   as   on   individuals    prior   to   c.   1450   

 
Geography    -    Tools   of   Social   Science   Inquiry  
 

- Create   and   use   maps   and   other   graphic   representations   in   order   to   explain   relationships   and  
reveal   patterns   or   trends   in   world   history    prior   to   c.   1450   

 
- Describe   the   impact   of   human   settlement   activities   on   the   environmental   and   cultural  

characteristics   of   world   regions    prior   to   c.   1450   
 
History   (Continuity   &   Change)    -    Tools   of   Social   Science   Inquiry  
 

- With   assistance,   develop   a   research   plan,   identify   appropriate   resources   for   investigating   social  
studies   topics,   and   create   a   research   product   that   applies   an   aspect   of   world   history    prior   to   c.  
1450    to   a   contemporary   issue   

 
- Using   an   inquiry   lens,   develop   compelling   questions   about   world   history    prior   to   c.   1450    to  

determine   helpful   resources   and   consider   multiple   points   of   view   represented   in   the   resources  
 

- Analyze   the   causes   and   consequences   of   a   specific   problem   in   world   history    prior   to   c.   1450    as  
well   as   the   challenges   and   opportunities   faced   by   those   trying   to   address   the   problem  

 
People,   Groups,   &   Cultures    -    Expansion   (Middles   Ages:   Regional   Interconnectedness   and  
Conflict)  
 

- Analyze   the   causes   and   effects   of   the   changing   roles   of   class,   ethnicity,   race,   gender,   and   age   on  
world   cultures    prior   to   c.   1450  

 
Eliminate   the   wording   of   the   following   World   History   strands:  
 

Civics   (Governmental   Systems   &   Principles)   
Settlements   ( Early   Civilizations:    Geography's   Impact)  
Founding   ( Classical   Civilizations :    Foundations   of   Representative   Government)  
Expansion   ( Middle   Ages :   Regional   Interconnectedness   and   Conflict)  

Economics  
Settlements   ( Early   Civilizations:    Geography's   Impact)  
Founding   ( Classical   Civilizations:    Foundations   of   Representative   Government)  
Expansion   ( Middle   Ages:    Regional   Interconnectedness   and   Conflict)  

Geography  
Settlements   ( Early   Civilizations:    Geography's   Impact)  
Founding   ( Classical   Civilizations:    Foundations   of   Representative   Government)  

History   (Continuity   &   Change)  
Settlements   ( Early   Civilizations:    Geography's   Impact)  
Founding   ( Classical   Civilizations:    Foundations   of   Representative   Government)  
Expansion   ( Middle   Ages:    Regional   Interconnectedness   and   Conflict)  

People,   Groups,   &   Cultures  
Settlements   ( Early   Civilizations:    Geography's   Impact)  
Founding   ( Classical   Civilizations:    Foundations   of   Representative   Government)  
Expansion   ( Middle   Ages:    Regional   Interconnectedness   and   Conflict)  



American   History  
 
Eliminate   all   American   History   expectations   from   7th   Grade.  
 

8th   GRADE   
American   History  

 
In   the    Unified   PK3-8   Archdiocesan   Curriculum   Expectations   spreadsheet ,   the   majority   of   8th  
grade   American   History   expectations   now   have   an   expanded   version   in   red   text   to   allow   for  
flexibility.   Teaching   only   the   black   expectations   is   equivalent   to   teaching   American   History   “Part  
1”   (beginning   settlements   through   the   Civil   War).   Teaching   the   red   expectations   as   well   is  
equivalent   to   teaching   American   History   “Part   2”   (post   Civil   War   through   Modern   History).   
 
It   is   suggested   that   schools   consider   where   the   majority   of   their   8th   grade   graduates   go   to   high  
school   when   deciding   whether   to   teach   American   History   Part   1   or   both   Part   1   and   2.   In  
Missouri   public   schools,   students   are   taught   American   History   Part   1   in   8th   grade   and   Part   2  
their   freshman   year   of   high   school.   Archdiocesan   and   Private   Catholic   high   schools’   curricula  
vary   with   the   majority   beginning   freshman   year   with   World   History.  
 
 

WORLD   LANGUAGES  
 
There   are   no   longer   grade   levels   assigned   to   World   Languages   Expectations;   rather,   these  
Expectations   are   only   organized   by   level:   “Novice-Low”   (previously   considered   Grades   PK3-2),  
“Novice-Mid”   (previously   considered   Grades   3-5),   and   “Novice-High”   (previously   considered  
Grades   6-8).   This   change   is   to   accommodate   the   variance   of   when   (in   what   grade   level)   World  
Languages   programs   begin   and   amount   of   weekly   minutes   that   students   receive   instruction  
among   our   elementary   schools   that   have   a   World   Languages   program.   
 
Please   click   the   links   below   to   access   the   added   preface   and   updated   expectations.   (Note   that  
in   the    Unified   PK3-8   Archdiocesan   Curriculum   Expectations    spreadsheet,   all   World   Languages  
Expectations   (Novice   low,   mid,   and   high)   now   appear   in   that   order   in   each   grade   level.)  
 
Preface  
 
Novice-low  
 
Novice-mid  
 
Novice-high  
 
 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1WnlNB9irjCDcnP_YsKeYt2FDZ3qxBd2iSHEBMCSKmxw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1WnlNB9irjCDcnP_YsKeYt2FDZ3qxBd2iSHEBMCSKmxw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ifzq0I5N8IuEu2cYUtcnkSMybLkHbpRkZEY25c_zh-M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1GufEbMmnNrNF7ZbJF3c0xL7-Po8I4B24JzYwS0WvLjE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/13tywatUSL53jONozGj6VOujiOuVnrIZyAxZ9gZlOXFI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1mh_EH5GuMshZsjXoVBmrSFdhAtt-_BZ8fmw-KfMzE_s/edit?usp=sharing

